
Preventing and Addressing      
Workplace Harassment
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• Sexual, racial, or ethnic jokes, epithets, stereotyping, or slurs
• Subtle or blatant pressure for dates
• Unwelcomed physical contact
• Suggestive or lewd remarks
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Scenario 
Almost every day for the past three months, when Freda, an Administrative Assistant, walks by her 
colleague Maria's cubicle, Maria makes a comment about her appearance. Maria says things like 
“Looking good,” “Those jeans fit you just right in all the right places,” or “Wow, I wish I had the curves 
you have.”

Freda has told Maria several times that she is not comfortable receiving comments on her 
appearance, but Maria doesn't understand why Freda can't just take a compliment.

Maria has continued with the comments, and, to try to get a rise out of Freda, she has even begun 
referring to Freda as “supermodel.”

Freda's Supervisor, Leonie, is within earshot, and giggles every time she hears Maria's comments to 
Freda. After the last comment, Freda asks Leonie to ask Maria to stop. Leonie tells Freda the 
comments are harmless, but that she will talk to Maria.
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Question 1
Are Maria's comments welcome?

1. Yes
2. No
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Presentation Notes
No, Freda Clearly doesn’t welcome these comments.



Question 2
Has Freda made her feelings about Maria's comments known?

Select all that apply.

1. Yes, she has made it clear to her Supervisor that Maria's comments are unwelcome.

2. Yes, she has made it clear to Maria that her comments are unwelcome.

3. No, she has not made it clear that Maria's comments are unwelcome.

4. No, she needs to tell Maria directly that her comments are unwelcome.
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1. Yes, she has made it clear to her Supervisor that Maria's comments areunwelcome.2. Yes, she has made it clear to Maria that her comments are unwelcome.



Question 3
Do you believe that Maria's comments toward Freda are based on a protected 
characteristic?

1. Yes, based on race.

2. Yes, based on sex.

3. No, there is no connection to a protected basis.
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2. Yes, based on sex.Unwelcome comments about a person's body or appearance, which tend to objectify them, may be considered harassment based on sex.



Question 4
Do Maria's comments constitute harassment according to the legal definition of 
hostile work environment harassment?

1. Yes, all comments about a person's appearance are harassment.

2. Yes. Maria's continued unwelcome comments are frequent.

3. No, Freda's comments are not severe enough.

4. No, Freda's comments are not frequent enough.
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2. Yes. Maria's continued unwelcome comments are frequent.Maria's comments amount to hostile work environment harassment. Although her comments may have been considered mere compliments initially, her continued, frequent comments about Freda's body and appearance after Freda asked her to stop are clearly unwelcome.



Question 5
Per DHS's Anti-Harassment Policy, do you think Maria is being harassed?

1. Yes
2. No
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YesKeep in mind that DHS prohibits even single instances of unwelcome conduct based on a protected characteristic.
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Knowledge Check
Which of the following are examples of tangible employment action harassment?

Select all that apply.
1. Rita tells Samira she can either put up with the jokes regarding various ethnic groups she uses as 
ice breakers to open staff meetings, or she would be happy to transfer her to another division. Samira 
pretends to find the jokes funny so as not to be transferred.

2. Jeff promises Grayson a raise if Grayson will give him a massage.

3. Despite being in his department the longest, Jamal hasn't been able to promote Arlene because 
her work effort just doesn't warrant it.

4. Amit sees that Jeremy should be promoted to a site Supervisor, but Jeremy can't access all sites in 
his wheelchair, so Amit doesn't give him the chance.

5. Sonya made the difficult decision to fire Janice due to consistent underperformance and routine 
delays in executing tasks.
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1. Rita tells Samira she can either put up with the jokes regarding various ethnic groups she uses as ice breakers to open staff meetings, or she would be happy to transfer her to another division. Samira pretends to find the jokes funny so as not to be transferred.2. Jeff promises Grayson a raise if Grayson will give him a massage.The correct examples show Managers or Supervisors abusing their authoritativepositions to harass employees, and using employment action as a condition onenduring harassment.Option 4: This scenario may amount to disparate treatment, but it is not tangibleemployment action harassment because Amit does not condition the promotion onsubmission to harassing conduct.
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Knowledge Check
If you felt you were being harassed, what could you do?

Select all that apply.

1. Nothing. Just endure the harassment.

2. File a complaint with the EEO Office.

3. Notify my Supervisor.

4. Contact the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

5. Contact my Component's Anti-Harassment Program.
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Option 1: No. If you believe you are being subjected to harassment you should reportit.Option 2: You must contact your Component's EEO or civil rights office within 45calendar days of the alleged conduct.Option 3: Your Supervisor must take prompt, effective corrective action.Option 4: No. EEO complaints must be filed with your servicing EEO or civil rightsoffice, not the EEOC.Option 5: Correct.
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Actually, Reece cannot ignore a harassment allegation. Instead, he is obligated to ensure thatan inquiry is conducted and, if warranted, prompt and effective action is taken.This obligation exists because without corrective action, Cassandra's harassing behaviorwould be allowed to persist in the Agency, and may eventually result in other employees beingharassed.
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Scenario 
Tre recently transferred into a new department. The transfer went well, and he found his new co-
workers welcoming. Furthermore, they understand Tre is hearing impaired, and make a point of 
looking directly at him while speaking, because they know he reads lips well. They generally 
accommodate alternate, visual means of communication for Tre. His co-workers involve him in group 
events outside of work, like their Friday lunch outings.

However, one co-worker hasn't been welcoming: Jamie could even be referred to as hostile. He talks 
to Tre behind his back and then makes a big deal out of having to get his attention first. Jamie 
frequently covers his mouth when speaking at meetings he and Tre attend together, and deliberately 
looks away when talking to Tre directly. Tre also gets the feeling that Jamie makes jokes with a few 
others about his hearing impairment, but Tre can't prove it, so he just tries to ignore it when it 
happens. Tre is, for better or worse, accustomed to Jamie's behavior. He's experienced this sort of
thing in other stages of his life. While he dismisses Jamie's daily obnoxious behavior, one day he is 
tagged in a Facebook photo showing his face photoshopped onto a person standing in the middle of a 
busy highway, about to get struck by a car. 
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Question 1
After seeing it, Tre immediately reports it to his Supervisor, Janine. He explains the 
whole situation, and his concerns about Jamie's treatment of him. That same day, 
Janine speaks to Jamie and asks him to remove the Facebook post.

How would you assess Janine's response to Tre's harassment allegation?

Select the correct answer.
1. It was prompt and effective.

2. While she acted quickly, her actions were not substantial enough to address the gravity of 
harassment.

3. While she acted quickly, the result will be harmful to Tre.

4. Her quick action will send a message to her entire team that harassment won't be tolerated.
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Correct answer(s):2. While she acted quickly, her actions were not substantial enough to address the gravity of harassment.Effective corrective action should be designed to stop the harassment, correct itseffects on the employee, and ensure that the harassment does not recur. The natureand extent of the corrective action needed will depend on the severity of theharassment at issue. For especially severe cases, removal of the harasser may beappropriate. Although Janine instructed Jamie to remove the Facebook post, she hasnot taken action to ensure that Jamie will refrain from harassing Tre in the future.



Question 2
What other actions could Janine take to better handle Tre's harassment claim?

1. Transfer Tre to his former department so that Jamie cannot harass him.

2. Talk to Jamie about his inappropriate behavior and advise him to stop.

3. Suggest that Jamie apologize to Tre.

4. Impose disciplinary action on Jamie.

5. Consult with her servicing employee relations office for guidance as to what disciplinary action she 
should take with respect to Jamie.
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Correct answer(s):2. Talk to Jamie about his inappropriate behavior and advise him to stop.3. Suggest that Jamie apologize to Tre.4. Impose disciplinary action on Jamie.5. Consult with her servicing employee relations office for guidance as to whatdisciplinary action she should take with respect to Jamie.Option 1: Remember, effective corrective action should never disadvantage theharassed employee. Tre told Janine that he loved his work in the new department, somoving him back to his old department would be a penalty, and would not constituteeffective corrective action.Option 2: It is important that Janine actually address the scope of harassing behaviorand Jamie's apparent bias. Jamie has to understand that his behavior needs tochange.Option 3: Having Jamie apologize to Tre would be an important step in Jamie'sacknowledgement of his behavior.Option 4: Disciplinary action may be necessary, especially if Jamie denies theallegations or defends his behavior as appropriate.Option 5: Janine has a number of consultants available, including higher-levelmanagement officials, Employee Relations, or her servicing legal office.



Question 3
Suppose Janine had dismissed Tre's allegation, or tried to make a joke out of it.
What are the possible consequences of ignoring harassing behavior??

Select all that apply.
1. The morale and productivity of the team could be affected.

2. It could lead to more inappropriate conduct in the workplace.

3. The Agency could be held liable for Tre's harassment claims.

4. It is likely that Jamie would feel free to continue to harass Tre, as well as other employees.
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Correct answer(s):1. The morale and productivity of the team could be affected.2. It could lead to more inappropriate conduct in the workplace.3. The Agency could be held liable for Tre's harassment claims.4. It is likely that Jamie would feel free to continue to harass Tre, as well as otheremployees.The correct options are shown. Ignoring harassment claims allows harassingbehavior to persist, grow, and negatively impact the team. It could also leave theAgency liable.
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Scenario (Part 1) 

Devin is a Program Manager. During his probationary period, he develops a friendship with his co-
worker, Frances, also a Program Manager. They often talk to each other about what is going on in their 
personal lives, and begin to follow each other on social media. When Devin breaks up with his 
girlfriend, Frances offers him a lot of encouragement. Frances starts spending more time at Devin's 
cubicle and asks Devin out for lunch. Devin goes to lunch with Frances a few times, but then declines 
the next three lunch offers.

Frances asks Devin out to dinner. Devin declines and tells Frances, “I don't date people I work with.” 
Frances responds, “Well, there is an exception to every rule.” Frances continues to visit Devin's desk 
daily and continues to ask him out to dinner. Devin always politely declines. Frances starts leaving 
notes on Devin's desk and sending him emails complimenting his appearance. One evening Frances 
calls Devin at home and asks if he wants to meet her for a drink. Devin tells Frances, “No.”

The next morning, Devin complains to his Supervisor, Kevin. Kevin laughs and asks Devin, “What's the 
problem? Frances is good looking.”. 
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Question 1
Is Devin being harassed?

1. Yes
2. No
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Even though Devin initially agreed to have lunch with Frances a few times, hedeclined her further invitations and made clear that he was not interested in datingher.Correct answer(s):1. Yes



Question 2
If Devin is being harassed, it must be the result of a protected basis.

Which protected basis appears to be at issue?

Select the correct answer.
1. Race

2. Disability

3. Age

4. Sex

5. Genetic information

6. National origin
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With requests for dinner and dates, Frances is indicating her sexual interest in Devin.Correct answer(s):4. Sex



Question 3
Devin went out to lunch with Frances a few times.

Would this disqualify a claim of harassment?

Select the correct answer.
1. Yes. Their lunches together suggest Devin was also sexually interested in Frances.

2. No. Devin made clear that he was no longer interested in going to lunch with Frances.

3. No. By DHS's single-incident policy, all negative behavior qualifies as harassment, even if one party 
encourages the harassing behavior.
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While active participation can defeat a claim of harassment, Devin made it clear hewas no longer interested in going to lunch with Frances.Correct answer(s):2. No. Devin made clear that he was no longer interested in going to lunch withFrances.



Question 4
Kevin, Devin's Supervisor, does not act as though the issue is serious.

What are the risks posed by this inaction?

Select all that apply.
1. He risks leaving DHS liable for Devin's harassment claim.

2. He risks creating an impression that sexual harassment is acceptable within his department.

3. He risks leaving Frances to believe that she can continue her harassing behavior.
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Actually, each risk shown is possible if Kevin refuses to take prompt and effectivecorrective action.Correct answer(s):1. He risks leaving DHS liable for Devin's harassment claim.2. He risks creating an impression that sexual harassment is acceptable within his department.3. He risks leaving Frances to believe that she can continue her harassing behavior.



Scenario (Part 2) 

Devin is unsatisfied with Kevin's response, and presses him to at least talk to Frances. Kevin relents, 
and within a couple days, speaks to Frances.

After that time, Frances becomes cool and distant towards Devin. When Devin and Frances have to 
work together on a project, Frances is short with Devin, and later complains that Devin doesn't keep 
up his end of the project.

She tells her Supervisor that it is clear Devin doesn't know what he's doing. At the same time, Devin 
starts to overhear co-workers referring to him as “soft” and as a “troublemaker.”

Devin complains to Kevin that, since he came to him about Frances, he is being treated differently by 
Frances and his co-workers. 
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Question 1
With respect to Devin's interactions with Frances, which statement is true?

Select the correct answer.
1. Frances has ceased to harass Devin.

2. Frances has started retaliating against Devin for complaining to Kevin.

3. Kevin, when pushed, took prompt and effective corrective action.
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Frances is no longer sexually harassing Devin, but she has started to retaliate againstDevin since his complaint, which is a form of harassment.Correct answer(s):2. Frances has started retaliating against Devin for complaining to Kevin.



Question 2
It is possible Kevin will ultimately respond to Devin's additional complaint 
effectively.

If he doesn't, what other actions could Devin take?

Select all that apply.
1. Devin could file a complaint with the EEO Office.

2. Devin could file a complaint with the EEOC.

3. Devin could file a complaint with his Component's Anti-Harassment Program.

4. Devin could report the incident to a higher-level management official.
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Devin could raise a complaint to his AHU or the EEO Office, either of which willlaunch an investigation.Correct answer(s):1. Devin could file a complaint with the EEO Office.3. Devin could file a complaint with hisComponent's Anti-Harassment Program.4. Devin could report the incident to a higher-level management official.
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As you’ve seen, harassment is any unwelcome verbal, nonverbal, or physicalconduct, because of a protected basis, which is so objectively offensive as to alter theconditions of an individual’s employment. These work conditions can be altered throughtangible employment action or the creation of a hostile work environment. Key elements of thatdefinition include the fact that harassment occurs because of a protected basis and that theconduct is unwelcome.
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If harassment occurs, employees should report it, either to a Supervisor (or other management official), your Component’s Anti-Harassment Program, or through another reporting option offered by your Component. Separately, you may also file a complaint with your Component’s EEO Office. When employees report harassment to management or to their Component Anti-Harassment Program, they should expect prompt and effective corrective action without being penalized themselves. Penalizing employees who raise harassment complaints, or retaliating against them in any way, is also against DHS’s Anti-Harassment Policy.
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As DHS employees, we are all responsible for doing what we can to prevent workplaceharassment: This includes:Knowing and abiding by the Agency's Anti-Harassment Policy.Being mindful of the appropriateness of conversations, jokes, etc., in the workplace.Treating everyone with respect.In spite of our best efforts, instances of workplace harassment may still occur. WhenSupervisors and Managers become aware of an allegation of harassment they are obligated totake effective corrective action to ensure that those instances of harassment stop and don'trecur.
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Remember, harassing conduct does not have to rise to the legal definition ofharassment to be a violation of the DHS Anti-Harassment Policy. Even a single instance or actmay be sufficient to violate our Anti-Harassment Policy, and will be taken seriously
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